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Farmers and ranchers in the United States who need agricultural
structures may consider hoop barns. The features of hoop barns—versatility,
cost competitiveness, low maintenance, and potential portability—make hoop
barns attractive for a wide variety of agricultural uses. Often the hoop barn
fabric tarp is made to allow some light to enter the barn, creating a well-lit
interior during the day. Hoop barns can serve as shelter for many other
livestock species in addition to swine, beef cattle, and dairy cattle. Hoop barns
are used for horses as stables, riding arenas, training areas, and breeding
and foaling barns. Sheep are also housed in hoop barns in the production
phases of lambing, feeding, and handling. Other animal species including
ostriches, emus, fur-bearing animals, dogs, and others can be housed in hoop
barns. Hoop barns can also be used for hay, grain, and machinery storage.

Most uses of hoop barns are as non-heated shelters. Hoop barns come
in a wide variety of widths, configurations, colors, and styles. At times, the
hoop barns are connected to or used in conjunction with permanent post-
frame structures to create a facility that meets the entire needs of the
agricultural operation. Hoop barns are a viable option for a wide variety of
agricultural producers and settings. This publication summarizes examples
of hoop barn uses for several animal species including horses and sheep, as
well as other agricultural uses. Detailed design and use information for
swine, beef, and dairy cattle is available from MWPS in other publications.
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Equine Facilities
Hoop barns can also work well for some equine

facilities (Figure 1). This style of barn is used for
stalled facilities (Figure 2), and arenas (Figure 3).
Hoop barns can also serve as a breeding facility.
Because an engineered truss arch is used in many
designs, there may not be much of a cost difference
between a hoop and conventional structure,
however, a hoop barn does offer the advantage of
having a well-lit interior. When a translucent tarp
is used, a hoop barn may also be quicker to erect
during the construction phase. Another advantage
of a hoop barn is the ceiling height clearance within
the structure, which can be a problem in a
conventional wood or steel-trussed framed structure.
Typically, riders do not need to dismount when
entering a hoop-framed facility because of the lack
of a bottom truss cord and webbing. The lack of the
conventional truss chords and webbing also adds to
a sense of “openness” within the hoop structure.

With a few exceptions, the inside layout of a hoop
barn is the same as a conventional structure (Figure
1). Both structures must provide enough space to
house and work the animals, and space must be
provided to allow for movement within a facility.
See Tables 1 to 5. Water must be provided to stabled
horses (Figure 4), manure must be removed, and
proper footing surface and ventilation must be
provided. As in other stables, a tack room and feed
supply areas can be incorporated into the design.
Similar to conventional arenas, the sidewalls for a
hoop-covered arena must be properly covered to
protect the horse and rider during training
activities.

The main design issue with a hoop barn is the
protection of the tarp from physical contact. Horses
can be rough on wall materials. When designing the
layout for a stable always locate an alley between
stalls and the hoop wall. The alley will prevent the
horse from damaging the tarp. Wash racks located
next to hoop walls must have a solid wall barrier to
prevent damage by the horse or water (Figure 5).

More information on design of stables, arenas,
breeding sheds, and other types of equine facilities
can be found in the Horse Facilities Handbook,
MWPS-60 (Available Fall 2004).

Figure 3. Training arena.

Note the exhaust fans located at the end of the building and the
attachment of the lighting system to the hoop truss frame.

Figure 1. Hoop barn used for an equine facility.

Figure 2. Interior of a hoop stable.
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Table 2. Space requirements for horses in tie stalls.

Tie Stall Size

Horse Horse Size (feet)

Mature animal Small 5 x 9
(mare or gelding) Medium 5 x 12

Large 5 x 12

Foal to 2 year old Average 4.5 x 9
Large 5 x 9

Pony Average 3 x 6

Table 5. Minimum unobstructed dimensions for

non-competitive use indoor arena.

Dimensions

Arena Type (feet)

Width

Exercise and training (absolute minimum) 36
Exercise and training (preferred minimum) 50
Exercise, training, and riding 60
Exercise, training, riding, and driving 60-100
Group riding or driving 80-100

Length

Minimum 130

Table 1. Common dimensions for horses in box stalls.

Box Stall Sizea

Horse Horse Size (feet)

Mature animal Small 10 x 10
(mare or gelding) Medium 10 x 12

Large 12 x 12

Brood mare Minimum 12 x 12

Foal to 2 year old Average 10 x 10
Large 12 x 12

Draft Average 12 x 14

Maternity Small 12 x 12
Medium 14 x 14
Largeb 16 x 16

Stallionc Minimum 12 x 12
Typical 14 x 14

Pony Average 9 x 9 or
10 x 10

a Sizes larger than listed are unnecessary but can provide more comfort to
the horse. Larger stalls will result in an increase in bedding and labor.

b A removable partition can turn two regular stalls into one large
maternity stall.

c Work stallions daily or provide a 2- to 4-acre paddock for exercise.

Table 3. Alley dimensions.

Minimum Width

Use (feet)

Horse traffic 10
Horses, pickup truck, tractor and wagon 12
Litter alley behind single row of tie stalls 6
Feed alley for a person and feed cart 4

Table 4. Arena dimensions for competition training.

Dimensions

Arena Type (feet)

Barrel racing 150 x 200
Calf roping 100 x 300
Dressage, small 66 x 132a

Dressage, standard 66 x 198a

Show, small 110 x 220b

Show, standard 120 x 240b

Steer wrestling 100 x 300
Team roping 150 x 300
Western pleasure 100 x 200
a United States Dressage Federation (USDF) regulation size.
b National Horse Show Association regulation size.

Figure 5. Wash rack used in a hoop structure.

Figure 4. Individual waterer in a stall.
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Sheep
Sheep production is another of the many uses

for hoop barns. The two main functions are lambing
and feeding out of market lambs. Hoop barns can
be used for either total confinement or as part of a
barn and lot system.

Market lamb production requires a cool but dry
facility (Figure 6). Often more problems can be
associated with closing the barn too tightly, thereby
allowing moisture and ammonia to build up and
contribute to respiratory disease. To ensure proper
ventilation during winter, the downwind end of the
building should be left open. Sidewall curtains (
Figure 7) and ridge vents may have added benefit,
especially to barns located in low-wind areas or in
barns used during the summer months. Some
producers have commented that using translucent
covers proved to be too warm for sheep.

Building layouts for market lambs are numerous.
One reason the hoop barns work well is the flexibility
they offer. Figure 8 shows one such layout of a 40- x 80-
foot market lamb facility. This particular layout uses
two large pens separated by a center alley to access
the feeding areas. Lambs are fed in mangers
throughout the building. Table 6 gives appropriate
space and feeder requirements for different sheep.

Hoop barns may also be used seasonally for
lambing. This may include the use of 4- x 4-foot
lambing pens, along with open pens for lactating
ewes. Creep areas may be set up for lambs.

Figure 6. Inside view of market lamb barn.

Figure 7. A sidewall curtain on a hoop barn used

for market sheep.
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Figure 8. Layout for a market lamb barn.

Approximate capacity for 250 market lambs.
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More information on sheep facility layout can be
found in the Sheep Housing and Equipment Handbook,
MWPS-3.

Ratites
Ostrich and emu production systems generally

require a well-lit shelter with outdoor runs for the
birds to exercise. Ostrich and emu production has
some unique challenges but hoop barns can fit into
a well-designed system (Figure 9).

The housing requirements for ratites include ad-
equate ventilation, lighting, head clearance, smooth
walls, and non-slip flooring. The barn should be open
enough to keep ammonia and humidity levels under
control. The hoop barn serves as a shelter and should
not be closed tightly to try to create a warm environ-
ment. Chicks may need supplemental heat in cold
seasons, which can be provided with a radiant heater
to conserve heat while allowing for adequate air ex-
change. Emus initially require a relatively well-lit
facility in order to find food and water. Translucent
covers may help meet this need; however, supple-
mental lighting may be necessary. Ostriches require
nearly 10 feet of overhead clearance, which is easily
achieved with hoop barns. Care should be taken to
avoid creating sharp edges that can cut birds or con-
figurations in which legs or necks may become caught.
Pay particular attention to gate hinges and other ar-
eas of possible entrapment. Fencing should be at least
5 feet high and consist of chain link, high-tensile,
tubular gates, or deer fencing without barbed wire
strands (Figure 10). Floors should be bedded or
earthen to avoid slickness problems.

Stocking density requirements are not well
defined. Ostriches and emus have been raised in New
Zealand for many years. Design recommendations
used in New Zealand suggest that chicks have indoor
space of 3.5 square feet per bird for ages 4 to 6 weeks.
Space recommendations change to 5.5 square feet for
slightly older birds. Exercise areas with run lengths

Table 6. Design data summary for sheep.

Feeder Space

Building Floor Space (inches per animal) Water

Production Stage (sq ft per animal) Limit Fed Ad Lib (animals per bowl)

Rams (180 to 300 lbs) 20 to 30 12 6 10
Dry ewes (150 to 200 lbs) 12 to 16 16 to 20 4 to 6 40 to 50
Ewes with lambs 15 to 20 16 to 20 6 to 8 40 to 50
Feeder lambs (30 to 110 lbs) 8 to 10 9 to 12 1 to 2 50 to 75

are important to keep birds healthy. Chicks should
have run lengths of at least 50 feet and should
increase with increasing bird size. A Texas
Cooperative Extension guide on ostrich production
suggests that breeding pairs of birds need minimal
shelter but require 1/4 to 1/2 acre for outdoor pens.
Some publications suggest two males may be housed
with 6 or 7 females if proper outdoor runs are

Figure 9. Inside view of a hoop barn for ostriches.

Note the chain-link fencing used in the inside of the barn
to protect the hoop fabric.

Figure 10. Outside pen used for an ostrich hoop barn.
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provided that allow birds to escape from aggressive
pen-mates. While the recommendations in stocking
density are uncertain, the common thread appears
to be the need for shelter with a large outdoor pen.
Hoop barns can serve this need.

Figure 11 shows an example layout for three pens
connected to three outdoor runs. Feed troughs should
be located to keep people away from aggressive males
(Figure 12). Stock tanks or other watering devices
can be placed indoors also. For winter production,
create a windbreak to shelter any pens open to the
north.

Figure 13. Hoop barn serving as equipment storage.Figure 12. A feeding trough used for ostriches.

Multiple Utilization
Hoop barns are completely or partially empty

during parts of the year. Finding multiple uses for
these buildings can add to their value for an
operation. Hay, bedding, and feed storage is a
common multiple use for barns that contain animals.
Machinery and equipment storage is another
common use for these barns (Figure 13). Hoop barns
have even been used to store classic cars, boats, a
fleet of golf carts, or serve as a recreational area.
Hay storage is a common use for hoop barns. Table
7 and Figure 14 show some potential storage
capabilities for a 32-foot wide hoop barn. The dual
utilization of animal and hay storage is a common
approach for using a hoop barn.

Hoop barns that have multiple uses can function
as completely different barns depending on the
season, or they can serve multiple functions at the
same time. A barn serving as a hay storage and
bedded-pack heifer barn during different times of
the year is an example of the same barn serving
completely different functions depending on the
season. In this scenario, large round bales are stored
during the warmer months when hay deterioration
due to moisture and warm temperatures is
significant. During cooler temperatures, the hay is
removed from the building and relocated to an
outside storage barn. Because the outside
temperatures are lower, there is little appreciable
spoilage of the hay. When hay is stored outside, the
hoop barn is used as a deep-bedded pack shelter for
livestock. This method of facility operation provides
a better economic return on the barn by allowing
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Figure 11. Layout for an ostrich barn.
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Figure 14. Stacking arrangement of round bales in a 32-foot wide hoop barn with 6-foot high sidewalls.

Use with Table 7. Assumes 5-foot diameter round bale.
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Table 7. Round bale storage capacity for a 32-foot wide

hoop barn with 6-foot high sidewalls.

Assumes 5-foot diameter round bale.

Peak Height Number of Bales per Barn

(feet)  Cross Section

14 9

16 13

18 15

high-value use during a longer period each year.
Some additional labor is required to remove the hay
from the building to an outside storage area. But,
this additional labor is required during the late fall
to early winter months when other crop production
and storage activities are few. The bedded pack can
be spread on fields in the spring when the weather
warms and before hay needs to be stored.

A hoop barn that houses cattle and hay at the
same time is an example of a hoop barn serving
multiple functions simultaneously. This
arrangement has been used successfully for beef
cattle operations where the barn provides an area
for bedding/hay storage and for temporary individual
pens. The temporary pens are used for maternity or
sick animals. Gates can be taken down when pens
are not in use, and the area can be cleaned and used
for bedding/hay storage.

Multiple utilization of a hoop barn is yet another
example of the flexibility of these structures.
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